
I’m Kristine. I’m a wedding planner & designer and founder of Simply 
Charming Socials. After a few years of producing fashion events in NYC, 
I coordinated a wedding by chance and fell absolutely in love. Let’s talk 
more about that over coffee sometime. Fast forward to today: I own 
one of the Southeast’s premier wedding planning companies, servicing 

engaged couples that are getting married in the heart Atlanta and beyond. I combine a completely 
customized planning process with a curated team of wedding professionals and my no-nonsense 
approach to all of the ups and downs an engagement has to offer. See, with a wedding comes 
expectations, etiquette, old school ways and new school rules, lots of emotion, an inevitable dash 
of drama, and all the #hearteyes a girl can stand. 

Since 2010, I have helped over one hundred couples plan the most memorable day of their lives 
by highlighting their love stories, keeping up with all of the logistics, navigating through the rules 
of etiquette, sneaking in a few surprises, and producing the ultimate wedding day for them and 
their guests. My work has been featured in some of the most prominent wedding publications 
such as Martha Stewart Weddings, Southern Weddings, and The Knot and I am a frequent expert 
contributor to BRIDES. 

My tailored services have allowed me to work one-on-one with the loveliest clientele, planning 
and designing their weddings from Yes! to I do! There are countless frequently asked questions 
that ultimately arise, and as overwhelming as the process can be, I wanted the find a way to cut 
through all the noise and provide straightforward, helpful answers to engaged couples everywhere. 
This is Charm School: Extra Credit, FREE 7 Days of Tips & Advice for the Newly Engaged. 

xo,
Kristine
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CLICK HERE TO SEE OUR 

TOP 9 MINIMOON DESTINATIONS

When you dress finally arrives, you’ll set up a 
series of fittings, usually 1-4 appointments, where 
a seamstress will nip and tuck your gown until it 
fits like a glove. 

DRESS FITTINGS 
3-4 MONTHS before the wedding

There’s no better way to start envisioning your 
wedding than standing in your venue. Be sure to 
ask those Important Questions. 

SITE VISIT 
9-12 MONTHS before the wedding

I cannot recommend these beauty trials enough. 
Your hair and makeup is important to test out 
before the big day to ensure you feel beautiful 
and like yourself.  

HAIR & MAKEUP TRIAL  
9-12 MONTHS before the wedding

Gather your girls, bring your mom, or even go 
solo to find The One. Schedule appointments 
and make an afternoon out of it. 

DRESS SHOPPING 
8-10 MONTHS before the wedding

Not only will you get to sample your wedding menu 
and customize options, but you will also discuss 
dinner service, signature cocktails, fun desserts, 
and even linens and place settings. 

TASTING 
9-12 MONTHS before the wedding

Your final walk thru is a key meeting in the entire 
planning process, when the core of your vendor 
team comes together at your venue  to discuss 
details such as timeline, floor plan, logistics, 
weather plans, etc. 

WALK THRU 
3-4 WEEKS before the wedding

Rehearsals are optional, but still extremely common. 
When nerves factor in on wedding day, it’s nice to 
have that little run through in the back of your head 
so you can be present as you say “I do.” 

REHEARSAL 
1 DAY before the wedding

must-attend  
meetings 

don’t leave this to the last minute

Throughout the planning process, there are several 
meetings you must block off time to attend. 

There’s another piece of this puzzle -- another half, I should say. Tackle wedding planning head on as a 
duo. Couples that plan together tend to enjoy the process more. I often find that the wedding is even 
more customized and special if the bride & groom work together on wedding decision-making. If your 
fiancé doesn’t have the time or interest, try to find one area they’ll love, like making music selections 
or attending the tasting.

02.

If you allow plenty of time (ideally 8-14 months) to plan your wedding, you should see a big 
rush at the beginning to nail down your date, venue, and major details. There should be a lull in 
the middle -- for Spring weddings, this usually coincides with the winter holidays, and for Fall 
weddings, this happens in Summer. Then, around 3-4 months prior to the wedding, you’ll jump 
back in to start choosing all of the small details. Don’t forget about wedding planning all together 
during those slow months, but instead, take the time to work on tasks like choosing bridesmaid 
dresses, enjoy you bridal shower or bachelorette party, or focus on booking your honeymoon. 

01. PACE YOURSELF.

wedding planning 
& a busy lifestyle 

DO IT TOGETHER. 

Throughout the planning 
process, there are several 
meetings you must block 
off time to attend.

There are inevitably going to be some parts of planning you will not enjoy as much as others, like 
choosing transportation or booking your hotel blocks. Likely there are willing, capable hands ready 
to take the reins on certain tasks to assist you with your not-so-favorite things. Help leading up to 
the day can be great, but assistance the last couple months is going to be KEY.

Your biggest asset in the wedding planning process might be a wedding planner. That doesn’t 
mean that you have to defer all of your decisions to a pro (unless you want to). My planning 
process is extremely collaborative, allowing you to be as involved as you like in the areas you’re 
most excited about, and leave the rest to me. If nothing else, the last month of coordination allows 
you to enjoy the final weeks which I handle logistics. Someone will need to do the things you can’t 
on wedding day, like communicate with vendors,  troubleshoot, oversee set-up, and so much more, 
so if you don’t have a coordinator, that responsibility will likely fall on a loved one.

If you enjoy the wedding planning process, it won’t feel like a chore. Need to spend time on Pinterest 
looking for inspo? Pour yourself a glass of wine, pop on the binge-worthy show du jour, and get to 
pinning. Working on favors or stuffing envelopes? Enlist your ‘maids to assemble the goods, turn up 
the tunes, and make it fun. Welcome bag assembly? Moms love putting together gifts. 

03.DELEGATE.

04.ENLIST A PLANNER. 

05.HAVE FUN! 

Booking a 
photographer or 

coordinator

Packing 
wedding  

decor

Writing  
your vows

Planning  
the  

honeymoon

Following-up  
on RSVPs

Reserving  
a hotel  
block
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